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Quantum computer is showing its dramatic potential in nowadays information processing. However, by the rule of quantum mechanics, the output state of a quantum computer could be a general superposed quantum state, which cannot be directly readout as the output of a classical computer. In this paper, we construct minimal measurement resources for uniquely determination of \(N\)-qubit pure state. Two adaptive protocols are proposed and the quantum circuits for each protocol are depicted. Additionally, the experiments on IBM 5-qubit quantum computer, as well as the numerical investigations demonstrate their feasibility.

Introduction –Quantum states have the properties of superposition and entanglement, which are the origin of many elegant quantum algorithms [1–5] and efficient communication protocols in quantum information processing [6–10]. But as a double-edged sword, quantum states cannot be read out directly as the classical ones. A classical bit corresponds to the head or tail of a coin, which expressed as two possible states 0 or 1. A quantum bit can correspond to a spinning coin. Qubit (here a pure state) is defined as \(a|0\rangle + b|1\rangle\), where \(a\) and \(b\) are complex numbers and \(|a|^2 + |b|^2 = 1\). Operating a quantum computer on an initial state \(|0\rangle\otimes N\), we will obtain \(N\)-qubit pure quantum state if no noise is introduced. All of its possible states are defined with a superposed mathematical form, \(\sum_{k=0}^{2^N-1} a_k|k\rangle\), where \(\{a_k\}\) is complex numbers. The readout of all coefficients \(\{a_k\}\) is important in many application scenarios. It is a golden benchmark to verify the performance of a machine to produce the quantum states we want [11].

We need compute the fidelity to weigh whether the state we transport are close to the initial one after processing some quantum communication protocols [12, 13]. Moreover, the entropy, entanglement measure of the states can also be computed directly when we know the state itself [14–17].

Quantum state tomography is to read out the unknown quantum states by measuring a large copy of the identical quantum states [18–21]. The first step of tomography is to design some appropriate measurement observables (or measurement settings). Then we use the probability distributions obtained by measuring the unknown states to estimate the original state. There are some principle criterions to weigh the cost of a quantum state tomography protocols, such as the number of measurement settings, the number of measurement outcomes, the classical post-processing time and memory, which are included as measurement resources.

Traditional tomography schemes for full \(N\)-qubit state tomography cost exponential measurement resources. When no entanglement measurement resource is used, the measurement settings could be \(4^N\) Pauli observables [22, 3]. Pauli observables among them by neglecting \(I\) at each qubit [23]. Even for the latter, \(6^N\) measurement outcomes could appear, while \(6^N - 4^N\) of them are redundant in principle. By the method of compressed sensing, randomly chosen \(O(rN2^N)\) Pauli observables could give an estimation with high fidelity with the premises that the rank of the density matrix for unknown state is \(r\) [24]. If we take the entanglement measurement resources into consideration, the minimal number of measurement settings are projective measurements onto \(2^N + 1\) mutually unbiased bases [25, 26]. The main hedge is that the number of measurement settings grow exponentially with the number of qubits, which means we should frequently adjust the measurement apparatus. Subsequently, we count the frequency of every possible measurement outcomes to get the statistics of probability distribution. The other obstacle is that reconstruction methods need all experimental data. For example, we can calculate the density matrix with the linear summation of all linearly independent operators. Or we can find the closest density matrix to match all probabilities with the convex optimization method.

As for the \(N\)-qubit pure state, the rank of its density matrix is 1. Based on the fundamental hypothesis of quantum mechanics, the output state of a closed system is pure after evolution. The minimal number of observables for uniquely estimation is a constant. The history of estimating an unknown pure quantum states with two observables can be traced back to 1933, when Pauli consider whether the wave function of a particle can be uniquely determined by its probability distributions of position and momentum [27]. The finite version of this problem is about the minimal number of orthonormal bases which can uniquely determine all unknown pure states in \(d\)-dimensional Hilbert space [28, 29]. The number \(d\) is equal to \(2^N\) for \(N\)-qubit state. Asher Peres, one of the founders of quantum information theory, considers this finite version in his textbook whether two bases as analogous of position and momentum could almost determine them except for an ambiguous set [30]. One basis is the canonical \(\mathcal{B}_0 = \{|0\rangle, \cdots, |d - 1\rangle\}\), the other basis \(\mathcal{B}_1\) is obtained by running quantum Fourier transformation.
on $B_0$. It is proved by Flammia et al that the ambiguous set is not a set of measure zero [30]. Furthermore, if a pure state is randomly chosen, it cannot be uniquely determined by any two bases with probability 1.

With adaptive strategies employed, one can reduce the complexity for projective measurements construction, which uniquely determines an unknown pure state. As the canonical basis $B_0$ is sufficient to determine all amplitudes of pure states, in this paper, we focus on the determination of phases in pure states, with all amplitudes are nonzero. This would happen at probability 1 with a random quantum circuit to Haar measure. If not, the measurements could be designed on the subspace spanned by the vectors with nonzero amplitude. In this field, Goyeneche et al designed four orthonormal bases, which correspond to $5d$ eigenstates, i.e., measurement outcomes [37]. Unfortunately, there are still redundancy in the measurement outcomes. Stefano et al constructed three non-orthonormal bases, which have $4d - 3$ eigenstates in total [38, 39]. While measurement outcomes are decreased, measurement settings get increased. If no orthogonality is restricted, it is proved that $3d - 2$ eigenstates are enough to determine the amplitudes and phases [40].

In this work, we design two adaptive tomography protocols for pure states in $d$-dimensional Hilbert space $H_d$. As the global Fourier transformation basis $B_1$ is not enough to determine all phases, partial Fourier transformations for an orthonormal basis in $H_2 \otimes H_d$ can work, where an auxiliary qubit is introduced. For protocol 1, only one measurement setting is constructed to uniquely estimate the phases. For protocol 2, although two measurement settings are employed, it has an improved redundancy of measurement outcomes. For their implementations, circuits for both protocols are depicted. Two related Fourier transformations between an auxiliary qubit and the $N$-th qubit are required, with the addition of a global shift operation, which is the quantum counterpart of classical increment operation, labeled as $x +$. If we treat it as a basic element, the circuits are easily extended from $N$-qubit to $N + 1$ qubit. Moreover, the measurement outcomes at protocol 2 are $80\%$ of the ones constructed by Goyeneche et al. Furthermore, numerical experiments on slightly mixed state are appended in the end, with an experimental demonstration on IBM quantum experience, displaying the feasibility of both protocols in nowadays noisy physical qubit system.

**Main result** — An $N$-qubit pure state $|\phi\rangle$ is in $d = 2^N$-dimensional Hilbert space $H_d$, where

$$|\phi\rangle = \sum_{k=0}^{d-1} a_k e^{i \theta_k} |k\rangle, \quad (1)$$

where $a_k$ and $\theta_k$ are amplitude and phase of $|\psi\rangle$, with $a_k \geq 0$ and $\theta_k \in [-\pi, \pi)$.

The canonical basis $B_0$ is enough to determine the amplitudes $\{a_k\}$. Suppose that we repeatedly measure $|\phi\rangle$ $M$ times. Record $n_k$ as the frequency that state is collapsed into $|k\rangle$. Based on Born rule, when $M$ is large enough, probability $P_k = n_k/M \approx a_k^2$.

How can we estimate the phases $\theta_k$? As introduced above, some other exponential Pauli measurements are enough. However the number of measurement settings and outcomes is too large especially when the unknown state is pure. The circuit of Fourier transformation on $B_0$ is clear and have many applications, such as the main quantum procedure in quantum phase estimation. But it can not directly determine the phases with probability 1.

We introduce an auxiliary qubit. The basis states of compound system $H_2 \otimes H_d$ are $\{|0\rangle|k\rangle, |1\rangle|k\rangle : k = 0 \cdots d-1\}$. The product state $|j\rangle|k\rangle$ is encoded as $|jd + k\rangle$ of $H_2d$, where $j \in \{0, 1\}, k \in \{0, \ldots, d-1\}$. Each of the next two protocols is enough to estimate the phases $\theta_k$.

**Protocol 1.**—To estimate the phases $\{\theta_j\}$, single projective measurement onto orthonormal basis $C_1$ could be the following:

$$C_1 = \{|k, 1\rangle, |k, 2\rangle, |k, 3\rangle, |k, 4\rangle : 0 \leq k \leq d-2/2\}$$

Fig. 1 illustrates the transformation from $\{|0\rangle, |1\rangle\} \otimes B_0$ into $C_1$. Generally, $|k, 1\rangle = |2k\rangle, |k, 2\rangle = |2k + 1\rangle, |k, 3\rangle = |2k + 1 + d\rangle$ and $|k, 4\rangle = |2k + 2 + d\rangle$, where the symbol $\oplus$ is a modulo $d$ operation. The subscript $f$ is denoted for the FT, which specifies these states as,

$$|k, 1\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle + |k, 2\rangle + |k, 3\rangle + |k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 2\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle + i|k, 2\rangle - |k, 3\rangle - i|k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 3\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle - |k, 2\rangle + |k, 3\rangle - |k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 4\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle - i|k, 2\rangle - |k, 3\rangle + i|k, 4\rangle)/2.$$

Fig. 1 illustrates the transformation from $\{|0\rangle, |1\rangle\} \otimes B_0$ into $C_1$. Generally, $|k, 1\rangle = |2k\rangle, |k, 2\rangle = |2k + 1\rangle, |k, 3\rangle = |2k + 1 + d\rangle$ and $|k, 4\rangle = |2k + 2 + d\rangle$, where the symbol $\oplus$ is a modulo $d$ operation. The subscript $f$ is denoted for the FT, which specifies these states as,

$$|k, 1\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle + |k, 2\rangle + |k, 3\rangle + |k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 2\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle + i|k, 2\rangle - |k, 3\rangle - i|k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 3\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle - |k, 2\rangle + |k, 3\rangle - |k, 4\rangle)/2,$$

$$|k, 4\rangle_f = (|k, 1\rangle - i|k, 2\rangle - |k, 3\rangle + i|k, 4\rangle)/2.$$
where \( 0 \leq w \mid d \),

Firstly, we make a partial Fourier transformation on states \( \{0, 1, 4, 5\} \) and \( \{2, 3, 6, 7\} \) respectively. Then a conditional shift operation \( T_1 \) is operated on the evoluted states, \( T_1 = |0\rangle\langle 0| + |1\rangle\langle 1| \otimes \sum_{k=d}^{2d+1} |d+(k\oplus 1)\rangle \langle k| \).

The first phase \( \theta_0 \) is set as zero for the freedom choice of global phase. We can gradually determine all the phases.

**Protocol 2.** An alternative protocol can be used to determine \( \theta_k \). Two orthonormal bases are designed as follows:

\[
\mathcal{D}_1 = \{|2k\rangle_{f1}, |2k+1\rangle_{f1}, |2k+d\rangle_{f1}, |2k+1+d\rangle\}
\]

\[
\mathcal{D}_2 = \{|2k+1\rangle_{f2}, |2k+2\rangle_{f2}, |2k+1+d\rangle_{f2}, |2k+2+d\rangle\},
\]

where \( 0 \leq k \leq \lfloor \frac{d-2}{2} \rfloor \) and the addition of labels is modulo by \( 2d \).

Fig. 2 illustrates the transformation from \( \{|0\rangle, |1\rangle\} \otimes \mathcal{B}_0 \) into \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{D}_2 \). The subscripts \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are denoted for the FT on three elements. For example, the basis states in \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) are:

\[
|2k\rangle_{f1} = (|2k\rangle + |2k+1\rangle + |2k+d\rangle)/\sqrt{3},
\]

\[
|2k+1\rangle_{f1} = (|2k\rangle + w|2k+1\rangle + w^2|2k+d\rangle)/\sqrt{3},
\]

\[
|2k+d\rangle_{f1} = (|2k\rangle + w^2|2k+1\rangle + w|2k+d\rangle)/\sqrt{3},
\]

\[
|2k+1+d\rangle = |2k+1+d\rangle,
\]

where \( w = \exp(i2\pi/3) \).

The product state \( |0\rangle \otimes |\phi\rangle \) will be measured with the projective measurements onto bases \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{D}_2 \). Record the probability as \( P_{|k\rangle_{f1}, |k\rangle_{f2}} \) when the state \( |\Phi_0\rangle \) collapses into the \( k \)-th measurement result of each basis. With a similar analysis, we can estimate \( \cos(\theta_{k+1} - \theta_k) \) and \( \cos(\theta_{k+1} - \theta_k - 2\pi/3) \) by these measurement results, \( k = 0, \cdots, d-1 \). Precisely, \( \theta_{2k+1} - \theta_{2k} \) can be determined by \( P_{|2k\rangle_{f1}, |2k+1\rangle_{f1}}, \theta_{2k+2} - \theta_{2k+1} \) can be determined by \( P_{|2k\rangle_{f2}, |2k+1\rangle_{f2}} \).

Compared to protocol 1, one more projective measurement setting is required, but the total measurement outcomes decrease. Protocol 1 needs two measurement settings to determine the amplitudes and phases, which is the minimal one as we know. It will produce \( 5d \) measurement outcomes at most. This number is same as the one proposed by Goyeneche et al. [37]. Protocol 2 needs one more settings, but the number of measurement outcomes is \( 80\% \) of the former ones. As shown in Fig. 2, the unknown pure state \( |0\rangle \otimes |\phi\rangle \) in \( \mathcal{H}_2 \otimes \mathcal{H}_4 \) would never collapse into the states \( |5\rangle, |6\rangle \) and \( |7\rangle \) in \( \mathcal{H}_8 \). In general, \( |\Phi_0|\langle k| = 0, \) for \( k = d, d+1, \cdots, 2d-1 \). The mathematical form for the bases is given, thus the design could be applied to any physical systems.

**Circuit implementation for N-qubit pure state.** We will depict the quantum circuits to implement the bases for both protocols. The projective measurement onto a set of orthonormal basis can be translated into a unitary operation plus the canonical projective measurement onto \( \mathcal{B}_0 \). Denote \( U \) as the operation which transforms the basis \( \{|0\rangle, \cdots, |j\rangle\} \) into \( \{|\psi_0\rangle, \cdots, |\psi_{j-1}\rangle\} \). It is established that

\[
\text{tr}|\rho|\psi_k\rangle\langle \psi_k| = \text{tr}|\rho|U|k\rangle\langle k|U^\dagger| = \text{tr}|U^\dagger\rho U|k\rangle\langle k|.
\]

In the left side, it is the probability we directly measure unknown state with basis \( \{|\psi_0\rangle, \cdots, |\psi_{j-1}\rangle\} \). It is equal to the right side, where we firstly make operation \( U^\dagger \) and then take the canonical measurement. For \( N \)-qubit case, the projective measurement onto the canonical basis \( \mathcal{B}_0 \) is implemented by Pauli Z measurement at each qubit.

---

**FIG. 1.** Construction of the basis \( \mathcal{C}_1 \). This picture shows 4-dimensional case, i.e., \( d = 4 \) in the equation \( \mathcal{D}_2 \). The basis states of compound system \( \mathcal{H}_2 \otimes \mathcal{H}_4 \) are \( \{|0\rangle, |1\rangle, \cdots, |7\rangle\} \).

**FIG. 2.** Construction of the basis \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{D}_2 \). This picture also takes 4-dimensional case as an example. Firstly, we make a partial Fourier transformation on states \( \{0, 1, 4, 5\} \) and \( \{2, 3, 6, 7\} \) respectively to obtain the basis \( \mathcal{D}_1 \). Then a global shift operation \( T_2 \) is acted on the basis \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) to obtain basis \( \mathcal{D}_2 \).

\[ T_2 = \sum_{k=0}^{2d-1} |k+1\rangle\langle k| \]
The quantum circuits in Figs. 3 and 4 are for Protocol 1. The last line is labelled as auxiliary system and all measurement settings are on the canonical Pauli $Z$.

For Protocol 1, the basis $C_1$ is obtained by running partial Fourier transformation and conditional shift operation as illustrated in Fig. 3. Denote $U_N^{\oplus 1}$ as the quantum version of increment gate for $N$-qubit, $U_N^{\oplus 1} = \sum_{k=0}^{2^N - 1} [k + 1 \mod 2^N] |k\rangle$. Thus, the conditional shift operation $T_1$ is $|0\rangle \langle 0| \otimes I + |1\rangle \langle 1| \otimes U_N^{\oplus 1}$. Let $U_N^{\oplus 1} = (U_N^{\oplus 1})^\dagger$.

Its circuit implementation is depicted in Fig. 5. The partial Fourier transformation $U_2$ is a two-qubit operation operating on the auxiliary qubit and the $N$-th qubit. The implementation of its conjugate is depicted in Fig. 6.

The quantum circuits in Figs. 3 and 4 are for Protocol 1. The first circuit is a conditional shift operation. As shown in Fig. 5, it can be implemented by a single-qubit operation $X$ at the auxiliary qubit and a global shift operation $U_N^{\oplus 1}$.

![Fig. 3. The quantum circuit for Protocol 1.](image1)

![Fig. 4. The quantum circuit for Protocol 2.](image2)

For Protocol 2, the basis $D_1$ is obtained by operating a two-qubit gate $U_3$ (in the equation (7)) from the canonical basis.

$$U_3 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & w & w^2 \\
1 & w^2 & w \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.$$

(7)

whose decompositions are depicted as

$$V_1 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix}
e^{-\frac{\pi}{4} i} & e^{-\frac{\pi}{4} i} 
\end{pmatrix}, V_2 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{pmatrix}
\sqrt{2} \\
\sqrt{1} \\
-\sqrt{2}
\end{pmatrix}.$$

(8)

For $U_N^{\oplus 1}_{N+1}$, the shift operation $T_2$ is applied to $N$ qubit system. The basis $D_1$ will be transformed into $D_2$ through this operation.

![Fig. 5. Quantum circuit for implementing $U_N^{\oplus 1}$.](image3)

![Fig. 6. The quantum circuit for implementing $U_3^1$ and $U_3^2$.](image4)

The quantum circuits for both protocols share a universal form. There are two parts at each protocol. One is related to partial Fourier transformation between the auxiliary qubit and the $N$-th qubit. The other is related to the quantum version of reduction gate $U_N^{\oplus 1}_{N+1}$. If we treat the reduction gate as a basic quantum operation, the circuits are extendable. This is potential available by spatially encoded qubits in optical system [49]. If not, we can use several generalized control not operation in Fig. 6. The circuits for $N+1$-qubit can be obtained from $N$-qubit by adding an operation. We relabel the qubits in the circuits for $N$-qubit pure state tomography as $q_1, \cdots, q_N$; the new $(N+1)$-th qubit and auxiliary qubit as $q_0$ and $a$. The added operation is $X^{q_0-q_N}a$ acting on qubit $q_0$. If the qubits $q_1, \cdots, q_N, a$ are all 1, the qubit $q_0$ flips. If not, the qubit $q_0$ remains.

Simulation. As nowadays quantum devices are still in the NISQ era, noise is inevitably introduced during the information processing. To test the feasibility of our protocols, their performances are investigated with a white noise model, which mainly causes the decoherence effects.
Therefore, the states considered is no longer a pure state.

$$\rho = (1 - \lambda) |\phi\rangle \langle \phi | + \frac{\lambda}{2^N} I,$$

(9)

where \(\lambda\) measures the scale of the noise in the device, \(I\) is the max mixture state introduced by noisy quantum device.

For each numerical experiment, 100 random states \(\{|\phi\rangle\}\) are prepared and then tested with both protocols 1 and 2. The initial random state \(|\phi\rangle\) is generated from \(|0\ldots0\rangle\) via a random operator which is distributed uniformly according to the Haar measure. Then the averaged fidelity is calculated via estimating the phases and amplitudes according to both protocol 1 and 2, with the size of system scaling from 1 to 7, which is denoted as \(N\). The results are shown in Fig. (7). In the simulation, the different noise levels are studied, where \(\lambda = 0, 0.01\) and 0.02. The fidelity decays with the increasing of \(\lambda\) and \(N\), which are the scale of the noise and the size of system, respectively. However, the performance from a larger system is more sensitive to the noise level as it is all good if \(\lambda = 0\). If the noise introduced is controllable and limited, the protocols produce a comparable good results.

In addition, the inaccuracy on estimating the phases and amplitudes will be caused when conducting limited measurement operations while the above situation is under the perfect measurement assumption. \(M\), the number of projective measurements is introduced here. In the simulation, \(\lambda\) is set as 0.005 and the fidelity is calculated by averaging 100 initialized random states, where \(M\) takes the value of \(10^k (k = 1, \ldots, 6)\). The situation where \(N = 2, 3\) and 4 are studied. The results are shown in Fig. [5], when \(M\) grows, the results approach \(1 - \lambda/2^N \approx 1\), which is the perfect measurement assumption. When \(M\) is small, the inaccuracy on probability will evidently affect the results.

**IBMQ simulation.** – We provide the experimental realization of both protocols on IBM quantum computer ibmq-manila (ibmqx for short) and ibmq-qasm-simulator (simulator) with 8192 shots. We test the protocols on two-qubit pure state([00] + |01⟩ + |10⟩ + |11⟩)/2. It is generated by two Hardamard gates on initial state |0⟩⊗2. The generalized quantum circuits in Fig. (3) and Fig. (4) are translated into ones in Fig. (9) and Fig. (10), which ibmqx could read. As for the initial state, each qubit on ibmqx is initialized at |0⟩. Protocol 1 measures initial states |0⟩|ϕ⟩ and |1⟩|ϕ⟩, while protocol 2 measures initial states |0⟩|ϕ⟩.

The amplitudes are estimated with the two Pauli Z measurements at each qubit. The recorded frequencies at outcome 0, 1, 2, 3 are \{2089, 2005, 1984, 2114\} (simulator) and \{2136, 1953, 2163, 1940\} (ibmqx) respectively. The phases are estimated with the data by these designed circuits in Fig. (9) or Fig. (10). The frequencies are recorded in Table. [4] and Table. [11]. Here we use the value of \(\tan(\theta_{k+1} - \theta_k)\) to estimate phase difference \(\theta_{k+1} - \theta_k\). For example, by the frequencies of \(Z^{\otimes 2}\) and simulator 1 in protocol 1, \(\tan(\theta_1) = \frac{[4 \times 1028 - 2089 - 2005]/[4 \times 2114 - 2089 - 2005]}\). In protocol 1, the fidelity between estimated state and target state is 99.96% (99.65%) by the data of simulator (ibmqx). In protocol 2, the fidelity is 99.89% (80.13%) by the data of simulator (ibmqx).

The fidelity is close to 1 if we use the data collected by ibmq-qasm-simulator. This is consistent with previous numerical experiment. The gap between the fidelity...
FIG. 9. Experiment of protocol 1 on ibmqx. The front two $H$ gates at qubit 0 and 1 are used to generate the tested pure state. In real case, this part is the unknown two-qubit pure state we want to determine. The other parts of the circuits are the ones to determine the phases.

FIG. 10. Experiment of protocol 2 on ibmqx. The unitary matrix $V_1$ and $V_2$ are $U(\pi/2,-\pi/2,2\pi/3)$ and $U(2\arccos\sqrt{2}/3,0,\pi)$ respectively. The other parts of the circuits are the ones to determine the phases.

TABLE I. Frequency of Protocol 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator 1</td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibmq 1</td>
<td>2246</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator 2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>1041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibmq 2</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>1042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. Frequency of Protocol 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator 1</td>
<td>2768</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>2654</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibmq 1</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>2488</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator 2</td>
<td>2751</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibmq 2</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

toleres of simulator and ibmqx comes from the noise when running on the quantum computer, such as decoherence, depolarization and so on. For protocol 2, the fidelity decreases into 80.13% if we use ibmqx. The main discrepancy appears for the frequencies in the second circuits as listed in Table. It is due to the low accuracy of three-qubit Toffoli gate. For the chain structure of IBM-manila superconducting chip, it requires a comparable deep quantum circuit. This gate can be overlapped if we can directly implement the global quantum increment gate, which is potentially accessible with spatially encoded qubits in optical system[49].

Discussion. – With the development of quantum technologies, we are on the way of building a large scale fault tolerant quantum computer. It is important to design a few circuits to prepare the readout of its produced quantum states. Besides, many application scenarios need to characterize or determine the properties of complex large scale quantum systems with limited measurement settings and outcomes.

In this paper, we design two adaptive protocols to determine $N$-qubit pure states. The number $N$ describes the size of quantum computer, which is arbitrary in our protocols. Pure states are the output states of quantum computer if there is no noise. If noise is small enough, the output is close to pure. On the one hand, traditional Pauli measurement $Z^\otimes N$ is used to estimate the amplitudes. On the other hand, the phases are estimated with one (two) measurement setting at protocol 1 (2). In addition, compared to the known existed adaptive pure state tomography protocol, protocol 2 produces less outcomes while protocol 1 produces the same. Furthermore, quantum circuits for both protocols are depicted, where only quantum version of reduction gate and related two-qubit Fourier transformation are needed. Numerical experiments and real experiments on IBMq display the feasibility of both protocols.

These adaptive protocols apply to the determination of all unknown $N$-qubit pure state. Although here we tackle the case where all amplitudes of $|\phi\rangle$ are nonzero, which would happen with probability 1 if $|\phi\rangle$ is randomly chosen, there are two ways for the the other states in a zero measure set. The bases to determine the phases could be designed on the projected subspace, or permutation operations can be taken in advance to make the front amplitudes of the new state to be nonzero. In the future research, it is interesting to design several fixed circuits for all the cases, or extendable circuits for all quantum states, pure or mixed. Our protocols are worthy as they provide designations with less measurement resources such as settings and outcomes, which will benefit the readout for future quantum computer.
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